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ABSTRACT  
 

The creep-fatigue properties of modified 9Cr-1Mo (grade 91) steel have been investigated for the 

purpose of design in cyclic service. In this paper test results from creep-fatigue (CF) and low 

cycle fatigue (LCF) on grade 91 steel are reported. The tests performed on the high precision 

pneumatic loading system (HIPS) are in the temperature range of 550-600ºC, total strain range of 

0.7-0.9% and with hold periods in both tension and compression. Curves of cyclic softening and 

stress relaxation are presented. The CF test results and results obtained from literature are also 

analysed using methods described in the assessment and design codes of RCC-MRx, R5 and 

ASME NH as well as by the recently developed -model. It is shown that the number of cycles 

to failure for CF data can be accurately predicted by the simple -model. The practicality in 

using the life fraction rule for presenting the combined damage is discussed and 

recommendations for alternative approaches are made. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

The modified 9Cr–1Mo steel (grade 91) is widely used as structural material at elevated 

temperatures in applications of energy industry, such as fossil fired power plants. The grade 91 

steel has a good combination of mechanical properties, high thermal conductivity, low thermal 

expansion coefficient and good resistance to stress corrosion cracking in water–steam systems 

compared to austenitic stainless steels. The 9-12% Cr steels, such as grade 91, are also considered 

to be creep resistant and they have found increasing application in thick-section components like 

piping, large forgings and castings of steam power plants. 

However, the power plant components are often subjected to cyclic thermal and mechanical 

stresses as a result of temperature gradients and changes in pressures that occur during start-ups 

and shut-downs. During the steady state operation of a power plant creep deformation may occur 

under high temperature and pressure. Failure mechanisms under such loading conditions are 

complex interactions of creep and fatigue damages. Thus, the evaluation and assessment of the 

creep-fatigue interaction is an important issue for the design, maintenance and life assessment 

purposes for power plant components.  



Although the creep, fatigue and creep-fatigue properties of grade 91 steel has been widely 

studied, the published data seldom includes all the important details, such as complete relaxation 

data, needed for the extensive creep-fatigue assessment. One main objective of the experimental 

part of this study was to provide such information for the assessment and modelling. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
 

Tested material 
 
The test specimens were manufactured from a plate of grade 91 steel with a thickness of 30 mm. 

The chemical composition of the material employed in this study is presented in Table 1. The 

material was austenized at 1050°C for 30 minutes followed by a quenching and tempering 

treatment at 780ºC for 1 hour. 

 

Table 1. The chemical composition of grade 91 steel employed in the study. 

Element C Mn P S Si Cu Ni Cr Mo Al 

mass % 0.086 0.363 0.017 0.001 0.324 0.068 0.149 8.910 0.917 0.018 

 
Testing equipment 
 

The creep-fatigue testing was conducted using high precision pneumatic loading system (HIPS). 

Although the tests were conducted at air atmosphere, the pneumatic servo-controlled loading 

system is capable of operating in a range of extreme conditions such as at high temperature, 

pressurized water or steam, supercritical water (SCW) and irradiation environments. The main 

benefit of the pneumatic loading system is that there is no moving parts (loading lead-throughs) 

required for loading a specimen inside a pressure vessel or otherwise demanding containment 

(water, gas, radioactive), only pressure lines and electrical feedback connections together with the 

pneumatic loading unit, bellows, are required. [1, 2] More detailed description of high precision 

pneumatic loading system and its capabilities is given in reference 1 and 2. A schematic 

illustration of HIPS creep-fatigue testing equipment is presented in Fig. 1. 

 



 
Figure 1. a) The main components of the HIPS system, b) the main parts of the displacement 

measurement system, c) the loading frame, d) the specimen fixing parts and e) the LVDT fixing 

flanges. 



Test parameters 
 

Creep-fatigue tests with fully-reversed (R=-1) total axial strain control with and without hold 

periods were conducted in air atmosphere. The temperature range for testing was between 550 

and 600°C. The strain rate was 0.1% / sec and the total strain range was 0.7% of the gauge length. 

The length of hold periods was 10 minutes. The strain waveform for creep-fatigue testing without 

hold periods and with hold periods are shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2. a) The strain waveforms for creep-fatigue testing without hold periods, b) with hold 

periods in tension and compression, c) with hold period in tension and d) with hold period in 

compression. 

 

RESULTS 
 

Creep-fatigue test results 
 

In this study the number of cycles to failure used in the assessment is defined as the number of 

cycles to 10% load drop. Peak stresses as a function of cycles for specimens tested at 550-600ºC 

are shown in Fig. 3. As expected, the peak stresses and number of cycles to failure increased 

when the temperature was decreased from 600°C to 550°C. All specimens exhibited continuous 

cyclic softening both at 550°C and at 600ºC during the creep-fatigue testing. The cyclic softening 

was larger for the specimens tested at 600ºC and a major part of the cyclic softening occurred 

during the first 200 cycles for all tested specimens. Introducing a hold period of 10 minutes in 

tension or in compression or both slightly increased the cyclic softening. Furthermore, the hold 

period in compression was found to be more detrimental than hold period in tension which is in 

accordance with the results found in literature [3]. Thus, the number of cycles to failure was 

larger for the specimens tested with hold period in tension than for the specimens tested with hold 

period in compression. 

 

 



 
Figure 3. Peak stresses as a function of cycles for tested grade 91 steel specimens. 

 

Life fraction rule assessment 
 
The linear damage rule or life fraction rule has been used extensively in the evaluation of creep-
fatigue interaction. It is based on the simple assumption that fatigue damage can be expressed as 
summed cycle fractions and that creep damage can be expressed as summed time fractions. It is 
also assumed that these quantities can be added linearly to represent damage accumulation. 
Failure should occur when this summation reaches a certain value, so that: 

                (1) 

Where n is the number of cycles of exposure at a given strain range, Nf is the cycles to failure at 

the same strain range, t is the time of exposure at the same stress-temperature combination and tr 

is the time to rupture at the same stress-temperature combination. In some cases, D is assumed to 

be unity, because cycle ratio summation should be unity when no creep damage is present. [4] In 

nuclear codes such as RCC-MRx, the interaction envelope whose intersection point is (0.3, 0.3) is 

used for grade 91 steel for design purposes. This means that from design point of view the 

combined fatigue and creep damage that a component experiences should not at any 

circumstances exceed the (0.3, 0.3) line, otherwise a failure may occur. Furthermore, in nuclear 

codes the fatigue and creep damage are calculated with safety margins for design purposes. [5] 

The creep-fatigue test results with hold periods were evaluated with the life fraction rule method 

as shown in Fig. 4. The creep component (dc) for one cycle was obtained by using the creep 

strain rate rules and minimum creep rupture stresses without safety margins given in the RCC-

MRx code. The total creep damage (Dc) was obtained by multiplying the dc obtained from the 

Nf/2 cycle with the total number of cycles to failure. This approach (calculating the total creep 

damage from Nf/2 cycle) is similar to the method described in the RCC-MRx. In ASME NH, the 

creep component for one cycle is calculated from the 1
st
 cycle of the test. The fatigue component 

was obtained by comparing the total number of cycles to failure of specimens tested to the fatigue 

limits given in RCC-MRx code. No creep damage is assumed to be present in tests performed 



without hold periods. Thus, the tests without hold periods were not assessed with life fraction rule 

method. 

 
Figure 4. Life fraction rule plot with test results. 

Relaxation during the hold period of a creep-fatigue test has a strong impact on the creep 

component in the life fraction rule assessment. Overestimation of relaxation decreases the creep 

component in the life fraction rule plot. Furthermore, the ASME code procedure, where the creep 

component for one cycle is calculated from the 1
st
 cycle of the test, tends to overestimate the 

stress level used for creep component calculation. Especially with materials, such as grade 91 

steel, which exhibit continuous cyclic softening the impact to dc can be considerable. In the RCC-

MRx procedure the creep component is calculated from the half life cycle of the test. The 

measured and predicted relaxation curves using the Feltham equations [6] and RCC-MRx 

procedure of the half life cycle of the test with 0.7% strain and 10 minutes hold period in tension 

at 600ºC are presented in Fig. 5. The Feltham equations predicted only slightly larger relaxation 

than the measured values, whereas the RCC-MRx procedure predicted significantly larger 

relaxation as shown in Fig. 5. 

 



 

Figure 5. The measured and predicted relaxation curves using the Feltham equations and RCC-

MRx procedure of the half life cycle of the test with 0.7% strain and 10 minutes hold period in 

tension at 600ºC 

 

The -model assessment  
 
The creep-fatigue test results and results obtained from literature were assessed with recently 

developed -model. The model predicts the expected life under tensile-compressive loading 

cycles with or without hold periods. The effective creep-fatigue lifetime (tCF) and corresponding 

number of cycles to failure (NCF) are predicted utilizing the creep rupture properties and the 

ultimate tensile strength of the material [7]. When using a creep model for assessing creep-fatigue 

data, the selected model should have good predictive capability both in short and long term range, 

which is not usually the case for models optimized for best performance for long term predicted 

life. If the creep rupture model of choice is that of Wilshire, then the measured value of the 

normalized reference stress Φm for each CF data point can be calculated from: 

 

               (2) 

 

Where k and u are material constants from Wilshire model, Q is the apparent activation energy, T 

is temperature and R is the gas constant and tCF is the sum of hold times, i.e. th·Nf [8]. Now it is 

possible to describe the normalized reference stress as a function of strain range, hold time and 

temperature by multi-linear regression to the equation: 

 

               (3) 

 

By combining Eq. (2 - 3) the predicted tCF can be calculated as: 

 

                 (4) 

And the predicted number of cycles to end criterion is: 



                  (5) 

A comparison of the predicted versus measured creep-fatigue life of the test specimens and public 

domain data up to 200 000 cycles in terms of total number of cycles to end criterion in 

logarithmic scale is shown in Fig. 6. For the data assessed the -model was able to predict the 

creep-fatigue life within a scatter factor of 2.88 with 99% confidence. 

The scatter factor Z [9] is defined as: 

                (6) 

Where Npred is the model prediction, Nmeas the measured number of cycles and n the number of 

test data points. 

 

Figure 6. Predicted versus measured creep-fatigue life in terms of cycles to failure in logarithmic 

scale modelled with -model [3, 10, 11, 12, 13]. 

  



DISCUSSION 
 
The test results demonstrated that decreasing the testing temperature increases the peak stress 

levels and the number of cycles to failure. Furthermore, the test results demonstrated that cyclic 

softening is accelerated during the first 200 cycles if the testing temperature is increased from 

550°C to 600°C. Introducing a hold period of 10 minutes in tension or in compression or both 

slightly increased the cyclic softening. In the near future, tests with 0.9% total strain range in air 

atmosphere will be carried out for grade 91 specimens.  

Although the life fraction rule is widely used in creep-fatigue damage assessment, there are issues 

to be considered concerning the practicality of the method. Safety margins included in the nuclear 

codes such as ASME III NH and RCC-MRx may lead to very conservative results where single 

test plots are a thousand times above the unity line in the diagram when assessing creep-fatigue 

test results. In some cases the evaluation is not even possible, if the determined stress levels 

exceed the limits given in the codes. When hold periods are included the determination of the 

relaxed stress level, which is not straightforward in some cases, has a strong impact on the creep 

component. The ASME procedure, where the creep component for one cycle is calculated from 

the 1
st
 cycle of the test, tends to overestimate the stress level used for creep component 

calculation. Especially with materials such as P91 which exhibit continuous cyclic softening the 

impact to dc can be considerable. When used for design purposes, the conservatism of the ASME 

and RCC-MR life fraction procedure may lead to solutions, which are not economically 

reasonable.  

A significant advantage of the -model to predict creep-fatigue life is that at least for a given 

isothermal test type, it is not necessary to consider further details of individual creep-fatigue 

cycles, such as features of relaxation, peak stress, softening or hardening behavior. The 

extrapolation in hold time may be possible in a similar way as for creep (longest time x 3), but 

this has still to be validated with culled data sets or by data with longer hold times. Assuming that 

the Wilshire creep rupture model is used, and the temperature dependence of ultimate tensile 

strength (UTS) is described by a 3
rd

 degree polynomial, the total number of fitting constants is 

four for UTS + three for the Wilshire model + four for -model equaling 11 constants. This is a 

very small number considering that the constants for UTS and Wilshire creep model can be 

determined separately from relatively simple standard tests. The number of constants may be 

further reduced if UTS has been tested for the same material batches and isotherms that have 

been used for creep testing. 

The -method has been shown in earlier work to predict well the observed creep-fatigue life of 

austenitic stainless steel 316FR and nickel alloy A230 subjected to isothermal strain controlled 

cycles with tensile hold periods [7, 14]. For grade 91 steel (VTT and public domain data) the 

maximum expected error in prediction is within a scatter factor of 2.88 with the 99% confidence 

limit. It is a future objective to find adjustment factors for the -model to also predict cross-weld 

specimen tests in LCF and CF. 

The -method also allows a simple definition of creep-fatigue damage DCF = N/NCF = th/tCF 

where N is the consumed amount of cycles and th is the corresponding time in hold. For this 

damage parameter there is no need to separate creep and fatigue damage or life fractions. The -

method hence allows for more straightforward damage assessment for both design and later life 

assessment than the common methods using summed life (or strain) fractions. It is expected that 

the approach is applicable for many creep-fatigue cases in power generation, where strain rates 

and cycling frequencies are low and even lower (more creep dominated) than in creep-fatigue 

testing in the laboratory.  



CONCLUSIONS 
 

Creep-fatigue properties of grade 91 steel were investigated and creep-fatigue interaction was 

evaluated and compared with the linear life fraction rule and the -model. The following 

conclusions were drawn from the test results and evaluation: 

 

(1) The specimens tested at 600ºC showed larger cyclic softening during the first 200 cycles than 

the specimens tested at 550ºC.  

(2) Introducing a hold period of 10 minutes in tension or in compression or both slightly 

increased the cyclic softening. 

(3) The hold period in compression was found to be more detrimental than hold period in 

tension.  

(4) All experimental combinations of creep and fatigue damage resided above the interaction 

envelope for grade 91 steel provided in RCC-MRx and even above the unity line in life 

fraction rule plot due to the large total fatigue component. The total creep component 

remained low because the RCC-MRx evaluation method overestimates the relaxation and the 

total fatigue component was high because of the strict fatigue limits in the RCC-MRx. 

(5) The -model predicted the creep-fatigue life within a scatter factor of 2.88 at 99% 

confidence for the grade 91 steel specimens.  
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